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• Girls perform just as well as boys in physics at GCSE. However, in 2016, 
only 1.9% of girls chose A-level physics, compared to 6.5% of boys. This 
is 5,669 girls compared to 21,032 boys. 

What the data tell us (2018 report)

• 68% of all schools with girls send fewer than two girls to A-level physics. 
44% of schools send no girls at all. By comparison, 28% of all schools 
with boys send fewer than two boys to A-level physics. 

• 65% of girls have physics in their top four grades at GCSE. Of these 
students, only 8% progress to A-level. When chemistry and biology 
were in a girl’s top four GCSE subjects, 25% and 32% progressed to the 
respective A-level.



We want our physics community to represent the society is serves.

Unlocking the Future 



Gender imbalance: IOP research base @ iop.org/genderbalance





Results of choices



• Students with low Science Capital are 
unlikely to see science as 'for me'

Findings – Aspires  

• Enjoyment of science doesn't translate 
into science aspirations

• Current careers education is patterned 
by existing social inequalities

• Girls pursuing the physical sciences 
post-16 are exceptional

• Young people’s career aspirations are 
relatively unchanged over time



A transformational finding 



Randomised Control Trial



Useful for 
teaching and 
outreach 
professionals

Inclusive teaching 



• Highly consequential reframing from encouraging girls to take physics -> 
removing barriers to non-stereotypical subject choice for all

• Growing and building consensus around role of societal biases and stereotypes 
affecting subject choice

• Shift of emphasis from one-off events (role models, careers) to whole-school 
culture change 

• Growing acknowledgement of need to work with all staff in a school; not just 
physics teachers 

• Challenging notions of physics as ‘too hard’ and an elitist subject 

• Starting early!

Making a sustained and systemic difference 
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Thank you

Any questions?


